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“The first six days after Shabbat are always the hardest.” 

 
I saw that quote and it strikes me as speaking to a question which is actually quite profound. What is the 
relationship between Shabbat and the work that we do during the other six days of the week? How 
should we feel when Shabbat ends and we are faced with the prospect of six days until it will once again 
be Shabbat? 

 
Professor Nechama Leibowitz was one of the most influential and insightful teachers of parshanut in the 
20th century. From a modest apartment in Jerusalem, she mailed mimeographed parsha sheets all over 
the world, guiding her students to a greater appreciation of the Torah and of parshanut, the timeless 
endeavor to understand the meaning of significance of the Torah. 

 
It was Nechama Leibowitz who emphasized and highlighted and found new linguistic evidence for the 
conceptual link between the creation of the mishkan, the tabernacle - the subject of this week’s Torah 
portion - and the Torah’s description of the creation of the world. Key phrases like, “made”, “saw”, 
“complete,” “work” appear in the Torah’s narrative of creation, and then again, in the Torah’s 
description of the creation of this mishkan.  

 
The language is the same, but the scale is different. God created the universe for humanity to live and 
flourish. We created a mishkan to bring God’s presence into our midst.  

 
The words are the same, but the scale is different. There is another way in which the scale is different. 
This difference was noticed and emphasized by Nechama Leibowitz’s brother Professor Yeshayahu 
Leibowitz, a chemist by profession, but a provocative and influential public intellectual. Professor 
Yeshayahu contrasted the Torah’s terse language that was used to describe the creation of the universe 
with the Torah’s long, extended, detail laden description of the creation of the mishkan.  

 
The Torah’s account of the completion of“the heavens and earth and all they contain”entails just 34 
verses. Light and dark, earth and water, the stars above, the teaming oceans, the diversity of animal life, is 
all created in just a few dozen verses at the start of Sefer Bereishit. 

 
In contrast, the construction of the mishkan. A portable tent - three of which would fit into this room 
that we are sitting in right now - occupies hundreds of verses. Parashat Terumah and Parashat Tetzaveh, and 
the first half of Parashat Ki Tissa, are detailed instructions for the mishkan’s construction. Parashat Vayakhel 
and Parashat Pekudei are detailed descriptions of the actual construction of the mishkan according to the 
precise criteria contained in the earlier parshiot.  Even Rashi has little to say about this week’s parsha. 
The language and content is so similar and repetitive that Rashi trusts that we can look up his comments 
in the earlier parshiot if we don’t remember what all of the objects and processes entail. 

 
Professor Yeshayahu Leibowitz explained that this contrast shows us what the Torah truly finds 
significant. The universe that God created has no religious significance. Having once been created by 
God leaves no enduring sanctity and no enduring religious meaning. Human choices and human actions, 
according to the Torah, have religious significance and can create sanctity. The Torah is not a book 



about what God did. The Torah is a book about what the Jewish people must do to create a sacred 
community.  

 
The creation of the mishkan is therefore a crucial story that the Torah needs to describe in exhausting 
detail, whereas God’s creation of the universe is much less significant. The Torah is a guide for life and 
tells us what to do - the world as God created it can contribute very little guidance to what we are 
supposed to do. 

 
There is, however, one time when we must embrace the world as it exists and to live within God’s world 
rather than seek to change it. And that time is Shabbat. 

 
The Torah’s description of the construction of the mishkan is interrupted twice by warnings that 
observing Shabbat takes precedence over constructing the mishkan. In the first half of Parashat Ki Tissa, 
after the description of the mishkan’s construction is completed, we are warned: 
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And then again, at the very beginning of our parsha this morning we heard read: 
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Observing Shabbat is juxtaposed twice to the creation of the mishkan.  

 
At a basic level, this taught our ancestors that construction of the mishkan must come to a halt on 
Shabbat. At a philosophical level, this juxtaposition presents kedushat ha-zman, the sanctity of time, as a 
contrast and parallel to kedushat ha-makom, the sanctity of space contained in the mishkan. At a level of 
halakhah, the Sages saw this juxtaposition as teaching us that it is precisely those 39 categories of labor 
that were needed to build and operate the mishkan that are prohibited on Shabbat. In this way, the 
detailed descriptions of a one-time construction remain relevant to our own Jewish lives. 

 
But there is a further, and perhaps deeper, connection between Shabbat and the mishkan. God’s rest on 
Shabbat, and our rest on Shabbat, are connected by the use of the Hebrew term “melakhah.”  “Vayishbot 
BaYom Ha’Shevi’i MiKol Melachto Asher Assah - God rested on the Seventh day from the melakhah that he 
had done.” And then, this morning we read, “Sheshet Yamim Ta’aseh Melachah u’vayom Hshevi’i yehiyeh 
Lachem Kodesh... - Six days you shall do work and the seventh day shall be holy.” When the mishkan is 
finally completed, the Torah again references, we will read this next week,  the melakhah that was needed 
to build it. 

 
God engaged in melakhah to create the universe. We engaged in melakhah to build the mishkan and 
melakhah is precisely what we do not do on Shabbat. 

 
So what is melakhah? Rabbi Dr. Moshe Sokolow, one of my earliest teachers of parshanut and a student 
of Nechama Leibowitz, identifies melakhah as sharing a root with the word “malakh” or emissary. In 
contrast, avodah - or labor, shares a root with “eved” - slave. An emissary fulfills a mission as a free agent. 
A slave’s labor belongs to another. The Torah describes our labors as slaves in Egypt as “avodah.” Slaves 
never engage in melakhah. 

 



Our efforts to build the mishkan were the efforts of free agents, choosing to dedicate a space in their 
lives to God, and choosing to transform their community into a resting place for God’s presence. On 
Shabbat, we inhabit the world as God made it, and as we have already transformed it, by refraining from 
melakhah.  

 
The Torah’s definitions of melakhah teach us precisely what we are supposed to do during the other six 
days of the week. “Malekhet Mahshevet Asrah Torah - only intentional and focused activities are truly 
melakhah and Biblically prohibited on Shabbat.” This Talmudic rule is the reason why, under 
extenuating circumstances, we can perform what would otherwise be a Biblical Shabbat violation using 
our left-hands, or in an awkward and inefficient manner. This Talmudic rule is the reason why “davar 
she’eino mitkaven - an unintentional collateral effect of an action” can never cross the threshold to become 
a violation of Shabbat on a Biblical level.This is why purely destructive actions cannot violate Shabbat on 
a Biblical level. 

 

But during the rest of the week, we must engage in malekhet mahshevet - thoughtful, intentional, skilled, 

creative actions.  Only melakhah that would be Biblically prohibited on Shabbat because of its 

permanence, intentionality, and productivity, can fulfill the command of “sheshet yamim ta’aseh melakhtecha” 

This sort of melakhah brought God’s presence to the mishkan and this kind of melakhah can continue 

God’s own melakhah at creation and transform our world, into a resting place for God’s presence. 


